I review recent experimental measurements probing electron transfer (ET) and electron transport (ETp) through multi-heme cytochromes (MHCs) as well as their theoretical interpretation. Examples include pump-probe spectroscopy of Ru-labeled MHCs aimed at determining heme-heme ET rates in MHCs and the measurement of the I-V characteristics of MHCs in bioelectronic junctions. While the ET mechanism appears to be well established for MHCs in aqueous solution, the ETp mechanism in bioelectronic junctions such as STM remains elusive partly due to the complexities of the electrode-protein interface.
Introduction
The bacterium S. Oneidensis has evolved one of the most astonishing survival mechanisms in response to low oxygen concentrations. 1 When cytoplasmatic O 2 becomes scarce it starts to grow µm-long electrically conducting cellular appendages, which allows the bacterium to export electrons from the cytoplasm to extracellular space for reduction of extracellular electron acceptors in place of O 2 (see Figure 1A ). [2] [3] [4] Until not too long ago it was speculated that these conducting appendages are bacterial pili, believed to be relevant for extracellular electron transport in other organisms, e.g. G. sulfurreducens. [5] [6] [7] However, recent studies on S. Oneidensis demonstrated that the rigid fibers protruding from the cell surface are in fact extensions of the outer membrane and the periplasm into tubular vesicles. 3, 4, 8 Their electric conductivity, which rivals the one of man-made organic semiconductors, 9 is thought to be conferred to these structures by multi-heme cytochromes (MHC) [10] [11] [12] [13] that form wire-like complexes spanning the outer membrane ( Figure 1B-D) . 3, 14, 15 MHCs have attracted much interest for some time, as they are thought to facilitate electron transport in mediatorless microbial fuel cells, 16, 17 in microbial electrosynthesis, [18] [19] [20] in the decontamination of water and soil containing radioactive isotopes 21 and in bionanotechnological applications. 9 However, many fundamental properties of these fascinating biomolecules are still not well understood. What is the magnitude of the intrinsic electron flow that these biomolecules support? What parts of the protein limit the electron flow? How does conductivity change when moving from an aqueous to a non-polar environment or to air? What is the mechanism of conduction? Can we design mutations that allow us to control magnitude and directionality of electron flow? None of these questions can be currently answered with certainty, although efforts by several groups have been undertaken in recent years that have given us first insights and useful clues.
Here I start with a brief review of recently resolved structures of MHCs. Then I place focus on experimental measurements of electronic properties of single MHCs [22] [23] [24] and their complexes (nm length scale) 15 as well as their interpretation by theory and computation. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] In this respect I distinguish between electron transfer (ET) and electron transport (ETp) measurements. In ET an electron transfers between an electron donor and an electron acceptor resulting in a change of their net charge, which is accompanied by dielectric relaxation of the environment if present. 32 This process is usually characterized by a chemical (here ET) rate constant. In biology it is often the case that several successive ET events occur along a chain of redox cofactors with each ET event characterized by a rate constant. An example that will be discussed here is electron injection in MHCs via molecular donor groups and the subsequent ET through the protein. 15, 22 On the other hand, ETp is defined as the flow of electrons through a molecule (or biomaterial) without a change of the net charge of that molecule or donor/acceptor groups (e.g. redox cofactors) within that molecule. 32 In practice, ETp is realised by application of a bias voltage to the termini of the molecule and the electric current replaces the ET rate constant as the experimental observable. In this review we will discuss ETp through MHCs that are sandwiched between a metal substrate and an STM tip. 23, 24, 33 A more comprehensive review on ET in MHCs covering developments until 2014 can be found in Ref. 34 and a review on protein ETp and bioelectronics has been published very recently. 32 For ETp measurements on cellular length scales and beyond, e.g. on appendages of S. Oneidensis 35 and in biofilms of G. sulfurreducens, [5] [6] [7] [36] [37] [38] and for modelling work thereof, 39, 40 I refer to the recent literature. 47 ) and 11 hemes (UndA). 11 While some of these proteins catalyze redox chemistry (Cym A, FccA, NrfA, OTR), others are thought to function as electron storage (STC) and electron transport proteins (MtrC, MtrF). The first crystal structure of a deca-heme protein of was resolved in 2011 (MtrF), 46 though with relatively low resolution. The most recent addition came in 2015 with the structure of MtrC, 47 obtained at much improved resolution, see Figure 1C .
Structures of MHCs and cellular appendages
The MHC crystal structures reveal close-packed, chain-like, bis-His coordinated Fe-heme arrangements on the 1-10 nm scale, which is why they are sometimes referred to as "nanowires". Each heme contains iron coordinated by protoporphyrin IX (c-heme) that is covalently linked to the peptide by two thioether bonds arising from a Cys-X1-X2-Cys-His heme-binding motif that provides a His axial ligand to the heme iron and where X can be any amino acid. In most structures a second axial His ligand is provided by the peptide chain. The bis-His coordination results in a low-spin configuration of Fe in reduced (Fe 2+ ) and oxidized states (Fe 3+ ). Despite the different protein folds and molecular weights of these proteins, the hemes arrange in remarkably few motifs that differ in their heme edge-to-edge distances and hence the ET rate constants they support, the latter usually decreasing from "stacked" ( Figure 1D ) to "T-shaped" to "coplanar" motif. 27 Electron transport from the cytoplasm to extracellular space requires a sophisticated transport system involving multiple soluble MHCs in the periplasm as well as protein complexes made of MHCs that transport electrons across the outer membrane. Examples for the latter are the MHC protein complexes MtrCAB and MtrFDE of S. Oneidensis 14 as well as the recently identified OmaX/OmbX/OmcX (X=B,C) protein complexes of G. sulfurreducens. 48 Extended electron transport away from the cell surface is facilitated by bacterial appendages formed at reduced O 2 levels as mentioned above. Much progress has been made very recently to obtain insight into the nature of these fascinating structures. 3, 8 Using correlative light microscopy and electron cryotomography, they were identified as chains of interconnected outer-membrane vesicles with periplasmatic and outer-membrane cytochromes MtrA and MtrC, respectively, distributed along their length 8 (schematically shown in Figure 1B 3 ). Based on the observed cytochrome packing density, a plausible ET path along the OM extensions involving a combination of direct hopping and cytochrome diffusion was proposed. 8 
Electron transfer kinetics
Proteoliposome experiment. One of the first experiments probing ET kinetics through MHCs were carried out on the 20-heme complex MtrCAB, comprised of two deca-heme proteins MtrC and MtrA and the structural non-heme protein MtrB. 15 The complex was successfully inserted in a proteoliposome mimicking the bacterial membrane, with MtrC outward facing and in contact with an Fe(III)-oxide (Fe 2 O 3 ) nanoparticle, see Figure 2A . Electron supply was provided inside the proteoliposome by excess methyl viologen (MV). It was shown that the MtrCAB complex facilitated ET from MV to the Fe(III)-nanoparticle resulting in the near-quantitative formation of aqueous Fe(II) at a rate of about 10,000 s −1 , see Figure 2B . The reported rate was dependent on the type of iron oxide mineral used implying that electron flow was limited by interfacial ET at the MtrC/mineral interface. Hence, the observed rate should be regarded as a lower bound to the intrinsic electron flow supported by MtrCAB.
Pump-probe spectroscopy. One of the most important properties that have eluded experimental measurements so far are the heme-to-heme ET rate constants in single MHCs that govern the intrinsic protein-limited electron flow through these structures. Their determination is difficult in general because of the identical chemical nature of the heme groups. A promising approach for probing ET kinetics is pumpprobe spectroscopy on MHCs labeled with covalently linked Ru(II)-L chromophores, where L is a bipyridine derivative. 22 The idea is that upon light absorption a metal-to-ligand charge transfer excited state Ru(III)L − is formed that has sufficient energy to inject an electron to a nearby heme cofactor of the protein ( Figure  2D ). Subsequent ET along the heme chain, if it occurs, could be followed spectroscopically. In Ref. 22 a Ru-label was positioned at different locations on the protein surface of the tri-heme cytochrome c 7 from Geobacter sulfurreducens (PpcA), 22 see Figure 2C . The excited state decay times were found to vary from 6 ps to 40 ns correlating well with the distance and pathways for electron injection into the nearest heme. However, clear evidence for subsequent inter-heme electron transfer within PpcA was not detected on this time scale. I note that the absence of heme-heme ET on this time scale is in line with latest computational predictions for the electron flux across a similar protein from S. Oneidensis, STC, estimated to be in the order of 10 7 s −1 . 29 Hence, an extension of the measurements of Ref. 22 to the microsecond regime would be instructive to verify some of the predictions of recent computations.
Theory and Computation. Arguably, most of what we think we know about the molecular details of ET thermodynamics and kinetics in MHC is based on predictions from molecular simulations and electronic structure calculations. In an early study, Breuer et al. reported redox potentials for all 10 hemes in alloxidized MtrF using MD simulation, 25 and very recently Barrozo et al. reported heme redox potentials for MtrF and MtrC in all-ox and all-red states. 31 Both studies agreed that the free energy profile for electron flow along the wire has ups and downs, yet resulting in near thermoneutral ET along the long axis of the protein (heme 5 to 10). In terms of kinetics, several ET mechanisms have been investigated including bandlike, 49 flickering resonance (FR), 28, 50 superexchange (SE) 28 and electron hopping. 24, 27, 28, 49, 51 Our group concluded that ET across the solvated protein occurs via stepwise (incoherent, non-adiabatic) electron hopping between neighbouring Fe 2+ /Fe 3+ heme pairs, 28 in agreement with previous suggestions. 49, 51 The reason is that electronic coupling between the heme cofactors, at most a few meV, 27, 29 is too small for band theory to apply 49 and not sufficiently large to make the FR or SE ET mechanisms competitive with hopping. 28 We note in passing that the FR mechanism has been recently suggested for DNA base pairs where electronic couplings can be significantly larger than in MHCs. 50 Moreover, band-like transport mediated by pi-stacked amino acids was proposed in nanowire (conductive type IV pili) containing biofilms of G. sulfurreducens. 5, 38 Yet the mechanism of pili conduction, band-like vs redox hopping as inferred from the temperature dependence of the electronic conductivity, is still a matter of debate 37 and was recently shown to depend on environmental conditions (life biofilms vs purified pili). 7 Returning to ET in MHCs, Breuer et al. calculated all ET (Marcus) parameters (electronic coupling matrix elements and reorganization free energies in addition to redox potentials) and rate constants for heme-heme ET in MtrF. 27 Using these rates to solve a Master equation for electron hopping along the MtrF wire, he estimated the maximum, protein-limited electron flux for this protein to be in the order of 10 4 − 10 5 s −1 . Somewhat surprisingly, this is just slightly above the electron flow through MtrCAB determined in the (interfacial ET-limited) proteoliposome experiments. 15 Recent calculations on the tetraheme cytochrome STC suggested that cysteine linkages, which covalently attach the hemes to the protein frame, significantly increase heme-heme electronic couplings resulting in electron flux enhancements by a factor of 37 for aqueous STC. 29 The cysteine linkages were not included in the coupling calculations for MtrF suggesting that the protein-limited electron flux through MtrF could be 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than previously reported, 27 possibly exceeding 10 6 s −1 .
Electron transport in bioelectronic junctions
Complementary to solution phase ET kinetics, ETp through MHCs was probed by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in air or vacuum, see Figure 3A . In one of the first studies of this kind, MtrC and the related deca-heme protein OmcA could be immobilized on a flat Au substrate and the current response measured as a function of bias applied between STM tip and substrate. 23 It was found that both proteins support nA tunneling currents at modest bias voltages, but they featured different I −V profiles ( Figure 3B ). The current response for OmcA was symmetric and could be well described by a coherent elastic tunneling model (CET) 52, 53 suggesting that the charge carriers do not localize on Fe-heme electronic states during transport. 30 This does not exclude the possibility, however, that Fe-heme electronic states are involved in the conduction process. On the contrary, one would expect that the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied electronic energy levels of the MHCs are composed of Fe d(t 2g )-heme and Fe d(e g )-heme orbitals, respectively, that linearly combine to form extended states delocalized over the whole heme chain. One may speculate that these states mediate the elastic tunneling current, resonantly or off-resonantly depending on how they align with respect to the Fermi-levels of the electrodes. Future electronic structure calculations should bring some more clarity on this mechanistic aspect.
Intriguingly, the I − V profile for MtrC differed from the one for OmcA featuring significant breaks in slope at positive tip bias. The increased conductance in these regions were attributed to mediation of the tunneling current by localized heme electronic states suggesting that charge carriers localize at least transiently on heme groups. 30 More recent STM measurements on MtrF single proteins also reported nA tunneling current 24 ( Figure 3C ), yet without the tunneling enhancements reported previously for MtrC. One should note however, that such fine details may be obscured by the relatively large error bars of singlemolecule STM measurements. As noted in a recent summary of literature data, STM measurements have a wide spread, which can be due to factors such as the presence of vacuum or air (as in Ref. 24, 30) , gap contact geometry, and/or a relatively small signal to noise ratio. 33 Are MHCs better semi-conductors than proteins containing only one or no redox active cofactors? Although I am unaware of a systematic comparison for the same experimental set-up and conditions, I believe the answer to this question is yes, quite likely. The effective tunneling barrier for the deca-heme protein OmcA, obtained from a fit of the STM data to the Simmons equation for coherent elastic tunneling 52, 53 is φ = 1.75 eV 30 translating into an exponential tunneling decay factor β = 1.025 √ φ = 1.35Å −1 (φ in eV). A preliminary analysis of I − V data for immobilized, dry monolayers of azurin, 54, 55 cytochrome c 56 and a poly-alanine peptide chain 57 gives higher effective tunneling barriers and decay factors. This comparison should be considered with caution, however, as STM and protein mono-layer junctions are two different techniques and there is evidence that measured currents are very sensitive to the details of the electrode/protein interface (physisorbed vs chemisorbed, nature of linker, orientation of protein on surface etc.) 32 I − V measurements for dry MHC mono-layer junctions are currently underway -they will permit a comparison with the above mentioned proteins and peptides on a more equal footing.
Conclusions and Perspectives
We have discussed three types of experiments, pump-probe spectroscopy and proteoliposome studies, both probing ET, and STM measurements probing ETp through MHCs. These techniques differ in several important aspects, e.g. the way charge is injected in the MHC (excited state vs thermal vs interfacial ET), the environmental conditions (aqueous vs lipid bilayer vs air/vacuum) and supply of external electrons (stoichiometric vs diffusion limited vs unlimited). This makes a direct comparison of the results difficult and it should not be surprising if they lead to different mechanistic proposals, especially when comparing ET from kinetic measurements in solution with ETp from current measurements in air/vacuum. The liposome experiment is arguably the most relevant for unperturbed, in vivo situations, whereas the STM and protein mono-layer junction experiments discussed are relevant for nanobioelectronic applications including manipulation of electron flow in and out of bacterial cells.
Theory and computation have given us important clues with regard to the thermodynamics and kinetics of electron transfer through fully solvated MHCs. All computational evidence points to heme-heme electron hopping in the non-adiabatic (Marcus) regime as the transport mechanism in aqueous solution. In future, ET parameters should be refined for MtrF and MtrC in aqueous solution and calculated for conditions that are more akin to the native environment of these proteins. Redox potentials and reorganization free energies are expected to be sensitive to the different dielectric environment in the outer-membrane compared to aqueous solution. These efforts may help us understand observed functional differences between the two proteins. 31 As always, computational predictions are subject to uncertainties (e.g. protonation state of the protein) and inaccuracies (e.g. protein force field and density functional theory calculations), and await experimental verification. Arguably, spectroscopic pump-probe experiments on chromophore-labeled MHCs are the most promising approach to obtain robust experimental estimates for MHC heme-heme ET rates in future. However, this approach faces two (possibly more) challenges that need to be overcome (i) The hemes are difficult to distinguish with UV/VIS or EPR as they are all bis-His coordinated and low spin. Creation of spectroscopically unique "reporter"-hemes through suitable chemical modification could be a viable way to track electron transfer along the heme wire. (ii) Electron recombination and regeneration of Ru(II) is likely to be very fast competing with ET along the heme chain. Use of less oxidizing chromophores, e.g. through suitable choice of electron donating bipyridine substituents, could be a remedy.
Their high electronic conductivities in STM junctions make MHCs promising candidates for future nanobioelectronic applications. There is some evidence that the current detected in these measurements is limited by the interfacial ET step from the electrode to the protein obscuring the intrinsic, protein-limited current, which may well be even higher. The mechanism for ETp in STM measurements is less clear than for ET in solution. Especially the role of the hemes and the influence of the electrode-protein interface in the conduction process are still not well understood. There is some evidence that MHCs conduct better than proteins of similar size containing only one or no redox active cofactors, which could point to the involvement of the hemes in the conduction process. Future I − V measurements in mono-layer junction configurations on native MHCs, site-specific MHC mutants and for different electrode materials could give further important clues on the conduction mechanism.
To make further progress with theoretical modelling of I − V measurements one needs to obtain (i) a reliable structural model of the MHCs adsorbed on the electrode (ii) sufficiently accurate estimates for the heme redox levels (and other protein level) alignment relative to the Fermi-levels of the electrodes, and (iii) accurate and effective ways to incorporate partial nuclear relaxation (or "partially elastic" ET) in the model as the time for electron transit between the two electrodes (ps-ns) is on the same time scale as typical protein relaxation processes. I am hopeful we will better understand the conduction mechanism in these fascinating biological structures in the years to come through fruitful interplay between theory and experiment. STM measurements are reported for MtrF at low and high humidity conditions. The I − V profiles showing nano-Ampere currents are fit to a hopping model for electronic conduction.
• Breuer (2012): First report of computed redox potentials for MtrF from molecular dynamics simulation and of the corresponding free energy landscape for electron transfer along this deca-heme protein.
•• Breuer (2014): First report of all Marcus parameters, heme-heme ET rate constants and protein-limited electron flow for MtrF suggesting that thermodynamically up-hill steps occur between electronically well connected heme pairs.
• Blumberger (2015): A comprehensive review on recent theoretical advances in the field of biological electron transfer, covering developments until 2015.
• Jiang (2017): A DFT study suggesting that cysteine-linkages significantly enhance electronic coupling for the terminal heme pairs in the tetraheme protein STC, thereby enhancing the electron flow through the protein by 1-2 orders of magnitude. 
